•

WE BELIEVE that our Race is our Religion.

•

WE BELIEVE that the White Race is Nature's Finest.

•

WE BELIEVE that racial loyalty is the greatest of all
honors, and racial treason is the worst of all crimes.

•

WE BELIEVE that what is good for the White Race is the
highest virtue; and what is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin.

•

WE BELIEVE that the one and only, true and revolutionary White Racial Religion Creativity - is the only salvation for the White Race.

* Creativity ~ The Religion of the White Race! *
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Oath of Dedication and Loyalty
“I hereby pledge my undying loyalty to the WHITE RACE and to the CHURCH OF CREATIVITY:
That I am a true member of the WHITE RACE and will faithfully practice RACIAL LOYALTY;
and that at all times, I will practice the GOLDEN RULE, namely, to promote the best interests
of the WHITE RACE.
“To the Creed of Creativity, I forever pledge my Life, my Sacred Honor and my Religious
Zeal.”

RAHOWA!
The CREATIVITY ALLIANCE neither condones violence or unlawful activities nor do we
promote or incite them, however, we demand that our unconditional right to freedom of
religion be upheld by any means, and at all costs.

We Are Creators
… Not Skinheads, Not Thugs, Not Hollywood Nazis
EXCERPT FROM RACIAL LOYALTY FORUM (2011): CREATIVITY IS NOT A SKINHEAD HOLLYWOOD NAZI
RELIGION.

CREATIVITY WAS NOT CREATED BY SKINHEADS OR FOR PEOPLE OF ANY ONE PARTICULAR FAD, CLASS

OR NATION

– CREATIVITY IS FOR ALL WHITE PEOPLE, NO MATTER WHERE THEY HAPPEN TO BE, THEIR

CHOICE OF HAIR OR CLOTHING . I F YOU’ RE A SKINHEAD UNDER THE IMPRESSION THAT C REATIVITY BENDS TO THE
WILL OF YOUR SKINHEAD FAD, THEN TAKE THE HINT AND GTFO. C REATIVITY BENDS TO NOBODY AND NO FAD.

Read the arguments of any traitor that has left Creativity to
take up the cause of the Jew and the nigger, and you will see
that each one was once a violent, low-life, criminal piece of
skinhead shit who's lack of morals would make them unfit
for the title of Creator today. I admit, we Creators once
placed great honour in those that would go out and bash a
nigger without any further purpose than that individual
getting their jollies; but we were wrong. We were wrong
morally, and for the health and future of our world-wide
organisation. And we were doing the future of the White
Race a great disservice.
Many of us older Creators that have remained through the
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decades of turmoil have seen people come and go. We have learned that those that turn traitor are
in the 99 percent range of violent freaks that are justifiably imprisoned for crimes of needless
violence – and of those, every single one was a skinhead and was further supported by a crowd of
overly sensitive skinheads, crying and playing the victim card of a White Nigger/Wigger. They are not
White Racial Activists; they are thugs. We are not talking about acts of self-defence where the
brother or sister will be severely beaten or very probably murdered if they had not acted. What we
are talking about are those that get off on causing violence for no other reason than they get off on
it. The kind that don’t join our Church because they care for the Future of White Children and the
Salvation of the White Race, but rather, they are losers in life that are attention seekers – hobbyists
that join us so they can wear our patches and shirts, and wave our flags while shouting RAHOWA!
and stomping the enemies of Creativity – be they niggers or other WRL’s wearing a different patch. It
is that kind without any real dedication that is so easily scooped up by the JOG and soon finds
themselves in the Gulags where they are swayed by the mere offer of a hug from the forces of antiWhite bigotry. They are told that if they just stop hating, they will be loved … and they fall for it
hook, line and sinker.
FACT: SKINHEADS TYPICALLY JOIN CREATIVITY BECAUSE THEY BELIEVE THE MSM MYTH THAT CREATIVITY IS
UNIQUELY SKINHEAD ORIENTED.

THEY SEEK TO JOIN A SKINHEAD BROTHERHOOD AND ARE OFTEN OFFENDED

THAT THEY ARE FORCED TO ASSOCIATE WITH NON- SKINHEADS. UNFORTUNATELY, FEW WAKE UP – MOST QUIT.

FACT: IN 1989, SKINHEAD HERO GEORGE BURDI VISITED BEN KLASSEN’S CHURCH PROPERTY IN NORTH
CAROLINA. BURDI’S FATHER SOON ARRIVED TO TAKE HIM BACK HOME TO CANADA – AWAY FROM THE RACISTS.
George Burdi (from the band Rahowa), Arno Michaelis (from the band Centurion), and Angela King
are the perfect examples of what we do not want for Creativity. None of them were ever truly
dedicated as Creators. They were merely skinheads - hobbyists just in Creativity for the kicks. They
were thugs that followed the skinhead fashion for music and clothing, and could not help but follow
the trend of the modern stereotypical young urban Hollywood Nazi.
So read the arguments of these traitors, note their former total lack of morals, and how today, they
tell you that if you just profess love and offer a hug to that nigger attempting to murder you and
your family ... everything will be perfectly alright as everyone gathers together and joins hands to
sing kumbayah.
Also note that there are no groups anywhere in the world that call on blacks or browns, Asians,
Muslims or Jews to renounce their bigotry against White people. No, it is only White people that get
labelled as "Supremacists," and "Hate Groups," because as every libtard and mud will tell you, only
White people can be racist.
Don't make the mistake of playing into the hands of our racial enemies – Don’t corral yourself and
become a victim.
RaHoWa!
Reverend Cailen Cambeul, P.M.E.
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Skinhead Thugs Turn Traitor for Hugs
Former White Supremacists Urge Hate Group Members to Renounce Their Bigotry
Eleanor J Bader | Truth Out | 12 May 2016
http://www.truth-out.org/news/item/35990-former-white-supremacists-urge-hate-group-members-to-renounce-their-bigotry

Extract: Long before Angela King became active in fighting white supremacy, she was a 15-year-old
girl with low self-esteem. She'd been raised in the rural South and says that racist and homophobic
slurs were a staple of her upbringing.
She eventually became an active member of numerous hate groups, including the Church of the
Creator. From 1991 to 1998, King lobbed her teenage fury at people of color and those perceived to
be gay.
Then, after she was convicted of a hate crime -- the robbery and beating of a Jewish video store
owner, targeted solely because of his faith - she was incarcerated. "I met women from all over the
world in prison of different religions and races and with different ethnic backgrounds," she told
Truth Out in an email. "Despite who I was, some of them treated me with compassion. Being treated
with kindness completely disarmed me."
Nonetheless, King knew that it would not be easy to leave the white supremacist organizations that
had served as her base for nearly eight years and admits that when she first disengaged, she felt
completely alone. "I struggled with guilt, shame and fear of repercussions from my former
associates," she wrote. She also had no idea how best to dislodge the prejudice that had been part
of her life since childhood.
That task, she eventually realized, would take a community.
King is now the deputy director of Life After Hate, a seven-year-old, Chicago-based organization
founded by former members of violent, far-right White Power groups. There, she and a cadre of
others provide emotional support to those who want out.
Arno Michaelis, former singer with the hate metal band Centurion and a cofounder of Life After
Hate, now focuses his attention on his hometown of Milwaukee.

Skinheads – Take the hint and WAKE UP or GTFO!
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Brickbats and Bouquets
Correspondence from Friends and Foes Across the World
Questions About Creativity Storefront

Our Reply:

RAHOWA!

Creativity Storefront is back open for business.
The difference is that instead of ordering and
Good Day Sir, Is the store still closed as I read paying via an automated shopping cart, you
posted?
must now order and arrange payment via
Admin@creativityalliance.com or other direct
How are you doing? Hope all is well. I have been communication.
wanting a flag and hoodie. Do you know if there
is a lot sale that I can buy all the holy books at Payment can be made via electronic means,
once. Can you still buy Arm Bands and do they
direct deposit, cash or international money
still have pins (silver) for a leather vest. There
order. You will be advised of payment methods
hasn't been much to go on the internet but I have
upon order.
been looking.
Sorry to bombard you with questions.
Have a great day and thank you for your time Sir.
Brother W.G.
Tennessee, USA
I have a question regarding your available flags;
do you still sell a banner type flag (logo facing
down so I can place vertical as an altar
backdrop)? I see it listed but just making sure.
Also, your regular flag, what is the material
used? I would like to hoist it on a real flag pole
but only polyester can probably survive that.
Finally, what would be the cost of shipping to the
US (Florida) and what would be the method of
payment if not PayPal?
Thank you and keep up the good work!
RAHOWA!
Severus
The Corsican
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Shipping Costs:
If from China: $5.50 per order.
If from Australia, Europe or the US: Cost varies.
Often Requested Items:
Armbands: Not available.
Silver Pins: Not available.
Button Pins: Available in various sizes/designs.
Hoodies: Available as zippered and pullover.
Shirts: Available in various colors.
Collared Shirts: White only.
Hats: Available in black or white.
Bandanas: Available.
Phone Covers: Available.
Calendars: Available. Custom month begin/end.
Flags: Available in various sizes. Medium and
small are available as vertical or horizontal.
Flags are made from polyester. Shirts are made
from cotton or of a cotton/polyester mix. All
shirts should be hand washed inside-out. Do not
spin dry.
The only books available at the moment are the
Little White Book and the Creativity Handbook.
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Hails and Farewells
Hail to Brother Frédéric of the CoC France.
Hail to Brother James of the CoC PA USA.
Hail to Brother Jordan of the CoC Kansas USA.
Hail to Brother Nick Faust of the CoC PA USA.
Hail to Sister V. of the CoC MA USA.
Hail to Brother A of NSW Australia.
Hail to Brother A of South Australia.
Welcome to Creativity.
A Question of Psychedelic Substance
Hello there,

So my question to you is: Are you telling me that
I cannot become a member because I use illegal
psychedelic substances that should never have
been made illegal in the first place?
Sincerely,
R.T.
Baltimore, MD.
Our Reply:
Yes, we are telling you that users of psychedelic
drugs are not permitted as Church Members. In
fact, the only illegal drugs we would be willing to
overlook would be medicinal cannabis – whether
legal for that state/nation or not. We can also be
harsh on those that over indulge in alcohol –
which has done far more to harm Creativity than
any other drug. To not recognize problems like
that would make hypocrites of us all.

I am a 64 year old White male of French
extraction living in Baltimore Md. I like your
website and agree with almost everything you
have to say. I say almost everything, because
there is one little matter that prevented me from
signing up with your group, and that is the issue
of illegal drugs. It was stated that you will not
accept people who are into “drugs.” I assume However, as an awakened White man, you may
that the catch-all phrase of “drugs” is meant to wish to become a Church Supporter. There is
cover all illegal drugs without exception.
nothing preventing you from adopting the
religion of Creativity, handing out flyers and
I must protest this rule. First of all, there are talking with prospective Creators as would any
pharmaceutical drugs and there are psychedelic Church Member. We can supply flyer designs,
substances. You cannot lump psychedelics in with badges, patches, shirts, flags and more ... our
pharmaceutical drugs, because you are Church is at your disposal.
comparing apples to oranges. They are not the
same. Pharmaceutical drugs can have many More from R.T.
disastrous side effects and even cause
addiction. Opiates, amphetamines, cocaine and The philosophy of the Creativity Church is mostly
sedatives fall into this category. But the right on, but you guys have a big blind spot when
psychedelic drugs such as LSD, Ecstasy, DMT it comes to psychedelic substances. These
(dimethyltryptamine) and psilocybin (magic chemical compounds are not drugs, they are
mushrooms) are not addictive and when used in molecular keys that are designed to fit into the
a proper setting can be helpful in expanding the locked receptor sites within the brain. These
mind. If it wasn’t for LSD, I don’t think I would previously locked sites then unlock and allow one
have ever been open enough to conquer the to experience the many other dimensions that
Judeo-Christian brainwashing that I was exist along the entire electromagnetic spectrum,
inculcated with in my early childhood days. But and no longer be perceptually confined to only
as a product the wild & wooly sixties, I was able the one “visible light” dimension that we
to short-circuit the Christian programming that I normally experience. The reason these
was brainwashed with through the use of LSD substances are illegal is not because the
and other psychedelic substances. Once this was “authorities” fear someone will jump out of a
accomplished, I was then mentally free to window while tripping, it is because they don’t
explore other ideas, like the concepts put forth by need or want people waking up to the fact that
people like Ben Klassen capable of accessing and we live in a multi-dimensional universe and that
interacting with a much wider range of reality we ourselves are multi-dimensional beings
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than previously thought possible.

A Tribute to Our Great Founder: Ben Klassen
Sinews to our Cause did he always give;
Truest White Loyalist ever to live.
Man of principle to his final breath;
Dying with grace, with a Creative death.
Awake our White Volk in this dire hour of need;
Go forth in his name, flourish our Holy Creed.

You said that I cannot join your group, but that I
can support you on my own. I can’t do that
because I would then be supporting a group that
disagrees with the way I access Higher
Intelligence. If I supported that position, I would
be a traitor to my own Self. I think I’ll just
continue along my own way.
Good-bye gentlemen.
R.T.
Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.

Ave Klassen!
[From an Anonymous Creator]

Skinhead Wants Patches
White Power!
With [skinhead gang name removed] here.

Notice to our Readers:

I’m looking, for some of those awesome Creator
patches of yours for my flight jacket. How much All letters and email to the Editor as well as posts
on Racial Loyalty News/Forum are read with the
and where do I send the cash?
intention of finding suitable material for Brickbats
and Bouquets. Anyone who wishes that we protect
Name Removed
their anonymity please specify, and we will use only
Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A.
initials and the state and country of origin. All
letters for publication are subject to editing for
Our Reply
brevity and clarity.
Not a chance.
You want Creator patches? Then quit your gang,
smarten the hell up and then take your time as a
Prospective Church Member.
Then maybe . . . .
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Articles
Creativity: An Introduction for German Creators
By Brother Centurio
Church of Creativity Germany
http://rahowadirectory.com/deutschland

Ein herzliches Willkommen!
Für die deutschsprachigen Interessenten, Sympathisanten und für neue und zukünftige Mitglieder
hier die Erläuterung einiger wichtiger Namen und Begriffe unserer Religion:
These are explanations of some important names and definitions regarding our religion – for
interested persons who speak German, for sympathizers and for new and future members:
CREATIVITY
CREATIVITY ist der Name unserer Religion. Man kann das Wort mit „Schöpfungskraft“,
„Schöpferkraft“, „Schaffenskraft“, „Schöpfertum“ übersetzen. CREATIVITY meint das Schöpfertum,
das vor allen anderen Rassen der Weißen Rasse eigen ist und sie auszeichnet. Es befähigte sie,
Zivilisationen zu schaffen und zu erhalten, wie beispielsweise in Europa, Nordamerika, Australien,
Südafrika, Neuseeland. Die CREATIVITY-Religion stellt diese schöpferische Rasse in den Mittelpunkt
ihres Glaubens. Immer geht es ausschließlich um Interessen der Weißen, ihre Förderung, ihre
Ausbreitung. Für Anhänger von CREATIVITY sind das Befinden und die Wünsche anderer Rassen und
von Mischlingen grundsätzlich vollständig belanglos: sie können in keiner Frage Vorrang erhalten
und werden niemals berücksichtigt, um ihnen entgegenzukommen.

CREATIVITY is the name of our religion. You can translate this word into “Schöpfungskraft”,
“Schöpferkraft” (creative power), “Schaffenskraft”, “Schöpfertum”. CREATIVITY means the creative
and productive spirit which is specific and distinguishing for the White Race. It enabled her to create
and maintain civilizations, for example in all of Europe, North America, Australia, South Africa, New
Zealand. The CREATIVITY religion puts this creative race in the center of its faith. It is always all about
the interests of this race, its promotion and expansion. The condition and desires of other races or
mongrels are in general completely unimportant to the adherents of CREATIVITY: the wishes of
those will never be given priority and will in no case be taken into consideration in order to favor
them or to meet half-way.
CREATORS
Ein CREATOR ist ein Kirchenmitglied, das sich als Angehöriger der schöpferischen Weißen Rasse zu
ihr als dem höchsten Wert bekennt. Der deutsche Begriff wäre etwa „Gestalter“, „Erschaffer“,
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„Schöpfer“, „Gründer“ oder „Schöpferischer“. Nun ist in unseren Breitengraden infolge der jüdischchristlichen Kontamination der Begriff „der Schöpfer“ in anderem Zusammenhang geläufig. Um nicht
sofort diese falsche Gedankenverbindung auszulösen, verwenden oder bevorzugen
deutschsprechende Mitglieder von CREATIVITY ebenfalls den englischen Begriff „CREATOR“ zur
Selbstbezeichnung. Intern spricht man sich weltweit als Bruder oder Schwester an.
Von CREATORS wird aufgrund ihres Bekenntnisses unter anderem erwartet, dass sie generell jeden
freiwilligen sozialen Kontakt zu Andersrassigen und Mischlingen vermeiden, niedergelegt im 7.
Gebot der 16 Gebote von CREATIVITY. (Wer bereits diese schon an den Neuling zu stellende
Anforderung für übertrieben hält, braucht mit dem Gedanken einer ernst gemeinten Mitgliedschaft
bei CREATIVITY nicht zu spielen.)
CREATORS sind Aktivisten. Sie wünschen sich Geschwister, die im wirklichen Leben Anstrengungen
unternehmen, die gemeinsame Sache voranzubringen und den Glauben zu stärken. Grob gesagt, die
Organisation ist kein Facebook- oder Twitter-Klub. Mitteilungen, Berichte, Meinungen sollen für
Racial Loyalty verfasst werden. Dies ist die internationale, von der CHURCH OF CREATIVITY
herausgegebene Zeitschrift. Zusätzlich sollte auch das Creator Forum genutzt werden und die
jeweilige Website der Kirchenorganisation im betreffenden Land.
A CREATOR is a member of the Church who professes himself as a believer holding the most
appreciation for the highest value, the creative White Race. The German definition would be
approximately “Gestalter”, “Erschaffer”, “Schöpfer“, “Gründer” or “Schöpferischer”. After all, due to
the judeo-christian contamination of our circle of latitude, the term “der Schöpfer” (the creator) is
familiar otherwise. So as not to release this false association of ideas, German speaking members of
CREATIVITY use or prefer the English term “CREATOR” as well. Internally members talk to each other
as Brothers and Sisters.
Due to their profession it is expected from CREATORS among other things that they generally refuse
and avoid to have any voluntary contact to members of the concoction of other races or to mongrels
– as it is set down in the 7th Commandment of the 16 Commandments of Creativity. (Those who will
estimate even this demand on beginners as exaggerated, need not toy with the idea of becoming an
adherent of CREATIVITY.)
CREATORS are activists. They wish brothers and sisters who make efforts in real life in order to make
progress with the common cause and who will strengthen the faith. Roughly spoken, the Church is
no Facebook or Twitter club. Announcements, commentaries, statements should be written for
Racial Loyalty, which is the international magazine published by the CHURCH OF CREATIVITY. In
addition there should be used the Creator Forum and the specific Church website.
CHURCH OF CREATIVITY
CHURCH OF CREATIVITY bezeichnet die kirchliche Organisation. In der BRD wird der Name Kirche des
Schöpfers Deutschland verwendet.
CHURCH OF CREATIVITY is the name of the Church organization. In the FRG we use the title or
description Kirche des Schöpfers Deutschland.
BEN KLASSEN (1918–1993)
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Der Gründer von CREATIVITY, der 1973 mit dem Buch Nature's Eternal Religion (dt. Die Ewige
Religion der Natur) das Fundament legte. Das Lesen und wiederholte Studieren der Kapitel dieses
Buches ist für CREATORS zentral. Ben Klassen war der Sohn deutschsprachiger Eltern und lebte die
längste Zeit in Kanada und in den USA. Autobiographisches enthält das Kapitel „Mein eigenes
spirituelles Erwachen“ in dem eben erwähnten Buch; auch die von Ben Klassen verfassten Werke
Against the Evil Tide und Trials, Tribulations and Triumphs geben Bericht über sein Leben und
Wirken. Das Gründungsjahr 1973 ist auch der Beginn (Jahr „0“) der intern verwendeten
Zeitrechnung. Diesbezüglich ist „AC“ die Abkürzung für Anno de Creativitat. 2016 befinden wir uns
somit im Jahr 43 AC. (Einzelheiten: The Creator Calendar Explained, Racial Loyalty Nr. 104, S. 14 f.)
The founder of CREATIVITY who in the year 1973 laid the foundation by publishing the book Nature's
Eternal Religion (in German: Die Ewige Religion der Natur). For CREATORS it is central to read and
study the chapters of this book repeatedly. Ben Klassen was the son of German speaking parents and
a long-term resident in Canada and in the US. You may find autobiographic contents within the
chapter “My Own Spiritual Awakening” in the book mentioned above; Ben Klassen wrote about his
life and work in Against the Evil Tide and in Trials, Tribulations and Triumphs, too. The founding year
1973 also marked the beginning (Year “0”) of the CREATIVITY era; this chronology is used internally.
Regarding this the abbreviation “AC” derives from Anno de Creativitat. Thus in 2016 we are living in
the year 43 AC. (Details: The Creator Calendar Explained, Racial Loyalty No. 104, p. 14–15)
CHURCH OF THE CREATOR
Die ursprüngliche Bezeichnung der Kirchenorganisation zur Zeit des Gründers. In Schriften Ben
Klassens kommt der Name häufig vor. Er ist als historisch zu betrachten, denn der Name wurde in
den USA gerichtlich streitig gemacht und wird deshalb von CREATIVITY seit 2003 nicht mehr
verwendet. Bücher Ben Klassens enthalten aus diesem Grund seitdem einen entsprechenden
Rechtshinweis. CHURCH OF CREATIVITY ist nun der zutreffende Name.
The original name of the Church organization during the times of the founder. In the writings of Ben
Klassen this name appears frequently. It is to be considered as historical because the right to use the
name was disputed in the US and therefore since 2003 CREATIVITY does not use the name any
longer. For this reason books written by Ben Klassen contain a corresponding Legal Note. Currently
CHURCH OF CREATIVITY is the accurate and legal name.
CREATIVITY ALLIANCE
Die Dachorganisation der Religion, der Einzelkirchen und für Einzelmitglieder weltweit, mit Sitz in
Australien. (Sich anders nennende Einheiten sowie Einzelpersonen aus der früheren Church of the
Creator, die nicht Mitglieder der CHURCH OF CREATIVITY wurden, sind nicht anerkannt, mit solchen
besteht keine Verbindung.) Als Ziele der Allianz kann man zusammenfassen: die Ausbreitung von
CREATIVITY, das Eintreten für die Rechte der Weißen, Weiße Selbstbestimmung, Weiße Befreiung,
und zwar durch 100 % legale Aktivität. Ungesetzliche Aktivität ist nicht erlaubt und wird nicht
geduldet. Die Grundlage für Aktivität ist die Religionsfreiheit, die jeweils durch Landesgesetze und
internationale Pakte gewährleistet ist. Allerdings muss sie wahrgenommen und durchgesetzt
werden!
The parent organization of our religion, of the different church organizations and of individual
Church Members worldwide, headquarters being situated in Australia. (Units and individuals
deriving from the former Church of the Creator, who did not become members of the CHURCH OF
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CREATIVITY and who call themselves in a different way, are not recognized, there is no connection to
them.). You can summarize the aims of the alliance as follows: the spreading of CREATIVITY, to speak
up for the rights of White people, White self-determination, White liberation, and we will do it by
100 % legal activity. Unlawful activity is not permitted and will not be tolerated. The foundation for
activity whatsoever is religious freedom which is guaranteed by national law and international
agreements. Certainly religious rights must be exercised and be pushed through!
PONTIFEX MAXIMUS (P.M.)
Anknüpfend an das Römische Reich und seine Weiße Zivilisation, eine geschichtlich besonders
herausragende Erscheinung, wählte Ben Klassen diesen historischen Titel für das Oberhaupt der
CREATIVITY-Glaubensgemeinschaft. Er selbst trug den Titel von 1973 bis 1992. Ein ehemaliges
(emeritiertes) Oberhaupt führt den Titel Pontifex Maximus Emeritus (P.M.E.). Zuletzt, von 2009 bis
Ende 2015, amtierte als Pontifex Maximus Rev. Cailen Cambeul. Er führt – bis zur Bestimmung eines
Nachfolgers – gegenwärtig als Administrator die CHURCH OF CREATIVITY sowie die CREATIVITY
ALLIANCE.
Linking to the Roman Empire and her White civilisation, a historically outstanding manifestation, Ben
Klassen chose this historical title for the head of the faith community that is CREATIVITY. He himself
held the title from 1973 to 1992. A former head (emeritus head) holds the title Pontifex Maximus
Emeritus (P.M.E.). The last Pontifex Maximus, Rev. Cailen Cambeul, was in office from 2009 until the
end of 2015. From 2016 on – until a successor will be destined – he is leading the CHURCH OF
CREATIVITY as Church Administrator and also the CREATIVITY ALLIANCE.
EINLADUNG:
Du bist eingeladen, die folgenden Seiten zu besuchen und Mitteilungen, Meinungen, Fragen,
Berichte beizusteuern:
• Die deutschsprachige Website: http://rahowadirectory.com/deutschland
Dort ist die deutsche Ausgabe des grundlegenden, zentralen und über 500 Seiten starken Werks des
Gründers zu finden: Die Ewige Religion der Natur (Original: Nature's Eternal Religion). Ebenfalls Das
Kleine Weiße Buch, die überarbeitete deutsche Fassung von Ben Klassens The Little White Book. EMail: deutschland@creativityalliance.com
• Das Creator Forum: http://creativityalliance.com/forum
Br. Centurio, Kirche des Schöpfers Deutschland
INVITATION:
You are invited to visit and to contribute announcements, statements, questions and reports to:
• The German website: http://rahowadirectory.com/deutschland
There you will find the German Edition of the fundamental, central work of the founder, Die Ewige
Religion der Natur (original: Nature's Eternal Religion), containing over 500 pages. Also Das Kleine
Weiße Buch (revised German Edition of Ben Klassen's The Little White Book). Email:
deutschland@creativityalliance.com
• Creator Forum: http://creativityalliance.com/forum
Br. Centurio, Church of Creativity Deutschland.
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Trials, Tribulations and Triumphs
A Book Review
By Brother Michael Jeffrey
http://racialobserver.com

The following review is taken from my site http://racialobserver.com
Trials, Tribulations and Triumphs by Ben Klassen
In 1973, Ben Klassen launched a dynamic new religion aimed at the White race with his book entitled
Nature’s Eternal Religion, the religion was created to promote the survival, expansion and
advancement of the White race. Since the time of his first book, he spent the next two decades
writing various books and articles, meanwhile attempting to accomplish his goal of making a Whiter
and brighter world come to fruition. Ben Klassen has done much for our movement during his tenure
as the Pontifex Maximus of his church and we should honor him for that.
In 1993, Ben Klassen released his last and final book entitled Trials, Tribulations and Triumphs very
shortly before taking his own life after the death of his beloved wife, Henrie. With this last book he
gives us a very intimate look into the ordeals he has gone through and the sacrifices that he had
made trying to accomplish his goal. This book outlines the various legal battles that he and the
members had to endure under persecution by our enemies, the adversity that he faced heading this
church and also the pleasant memories that he shared with us as well.
Ben Klassen really had a knack for writing and I highly recommend that all White men and women
read his books, especially his first two being Nature’s Eternal Religion and his follow-up book entitled
The White Man’s Bible. Ben Klassen really understood how the world truly worked and he had
amazing foresight. It was very interesting to read this book and get an in-depth look at his
relationship with his wife Henrie, his daughter Kim and also his friends and extended family. It was
very interesting to read about the construction of the brick and mortar church and the inception of
his school for gifted boys at what he called the World Center in North Carolina.
Ben Klassen was a man against time and he knew that his time was running short. He talked
extensively in this book about his quest to find two people for our movement, one being the great
promoter i.e. someone in the same vein as Adolf Hitler to push our movement forward to critical
mass and also, he was looking for a rich benefactor to bankroll our movement, someone similar to
Henry Ford in his fanatical endeavor of printing his Dearborn Independent newspaper and The
Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion. Ben Klassen was in his 70s when he wrote this last book and
he knew death was near, unfortunately he never found the great promoter, nor the benefactor. He
quotes a christian con-man near the end of the book as saying “Success without a successor is
failure.” and I wholeheartedly agree with that statement.
This book details various trips that Ben and his wife Henrie had made for pleasure and some
business oriented. The overriding theme in the book is that time is running out and he must find
someone so the church does not go asunder. Ben Klassen tried multiple times to turn the church
over to a successor but to no avail. He details the death of his wife Henrie from cancer and his
subsequent depression that ensued thereafter. I thought it was somewhat depressing reading about
her death and the scattering of her ashes in the Rocky Mountains because I got such a feel for them
both as characters in this intimate book that sometimes reads like a diary. After the death of his wife
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it seems things really started spiralling out of control and Ben Klassen was desperate to turn over the
church. He ended up selling the church property to Dr. William Luther Pierce former chairman of the
Natinal Alliance and ostensibly giving the church away to some young skinheads but subsequently
relinquishing it and giving it to a Dr. Rick McCarty. Shortly thereafter Ben Klassen committed suicide
by swallowing four bottles of sleeping pills at the age of 75, he is buried in Ben Klassen Memorial
Park. We must remember as explained in The White Man’s Bible to Creators suicide is not a
dishonorable act if done when you have accomplished what you have set out to do with your life.
The church did not survive for long after Dr. Rick McCarty took over and legal battles continued, it
was dissolved until Matt Hale came along as the new Pontifex Maximus in 1996. In 2003, Matt Hale
was arrested and in 2004, he was sentenced to 40 years in prison on trumped-up charges. Today the
church continues under the guise of The Creativity Movement and another group called The
Creativity Alliance both under separate leadership. It is good to know that the message that Ben
Klassen contended is still resonating with new people and the church lives on. I highly recommend
this book if you can find it, it is quite rare to find a paperback copy, I was lucky my fiancé bought me
the only copy on Amazon. Nevertheless this is a very interesting and intimate look into the personal
life of Ben Klassen and the history of the Church of the Creator. This is a rather arcane subject but if
you consider yourself a Creator of a White Nationalist you will thoroughly enjoy this book.
Michael Jeffrey

Advertisement
Racial Observer Radio with Michael Jeffrey – Episode 8
23 February 2016: Salubrious Living

http://www.youtube.com/NaOldOJVquQ
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Racial Loyalty News
News by White People for White People
Creativity in the News
From Our Archives
Note: The Creativity Alliance was formerly known as the White Crusaders of the RaHoWa
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When Niggers Attack

Across the globe in formerly all-White Nations the
punishment for non-Whites killing White people is
a reduced sentence. Soon it will gain a reward . . . .
Nigger Kills Whitey
Sentence: Just 3 Years

Extract: Hannibal, N.Y.
Markee L. Cathcart, 20,
pleaded guilty this
morning to seconddegree manslaughter
in the fatal stabbing of
23-year-old Sean D.
Leonard in the town of
Genocide of the White Race
Hannibal, according to Oswego District Attorney
England: Nigger charged after five White teens Gregory Oakes.
left burned after racially-motivated Acid Attack
Leonard and Cathcart got into an argument at some
Extract: Five pals aged between 16 and 18 were all point outside the home, which turned physical.
taken to hospital following the attack at Ockendon
station in Essex in the early hours of Sunday Cathcart, of 36 Church St., Phoenix, was due to take
his case to trial next month. He pleaded guilty this
morning.
morning and was promised no less than 3 years and
Lee Elliott, 17, may permanently lose the sight in no more than 9 years in state prison, Oakes said.
his left eye and one other teenager suffered
From Syracuse.com (U.S.A.)
potentially life-changing injuries.
25 May 2016
http://www.syracuse.com

Come what may, the mighty juggernaut
that is Creativity will continue on its
unstoppable path.

Another friend was also treated for 'life-changing'
injuries to his mouth and tongue.
A 17 year old nigger, from Dagenham, Essex, has
now been charged with three counts of
occasioning grievous bodily harm (GBH) with
intent and two counts of attempted GBH with
intent.
From the Mirror (U.K.)
26 May 2016

Our White Racial Comrades will
continue to make this a Whiter, Brighter
world no matter what obstacles stand in
our way.

RAHOWA!
Reverend Kenneth Molyneaux

http://www.mirror.co.uk
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Support Your Local Creator
Joseph Esposito #20315402
OSP
2605 State St.
Salem, Oregon
U.S.A. 97310

http://rahowadirectory.com/esposito

John C. Barletta #80698
Central NM Correctional Facility
P.O. Drawer 1328
Los Lunas, New Mexico
U.S.A. 87031-1328
James Holbrook #48051-177
FCI Seagoville
PO Box 9000
Seagoville, Texas
U.S.A. 75159-9000
Joel Dufresne #257173
Kinross Correctional Facility
4533 W Industrial Park
Kincheloe, Michigan
U.S.A. 49786
http://www.joeldufresnecase.com
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Notice: Our original stock manufacturers and suppliers for Creativity Storefront have been forced to
ban us due to anti-White demands by our enemies. However, despite the numerous attempts to
shut us down Creativity Storefront continues. The Storefront website is Under Reconstruction and
new suppliers have already been sourced.
Unfortunately, we no longer have the facilities for you to open your own store with us, but you may
contact us with your own custom designs.
All order requests can be made via Admin@creativityalliance.com

… CreativityStorefront.com
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Creator Classifieds
Buy, Swap, Sell, Donate & Get Active
Place Your Own Ad Here!
Available From Reverend Cailen Cambeul, P.M.E.
P.O. Box 420 Oaklands Park, S.A. 5046 Australia
Admin@creativityalliance.com
Ask for postage costs prior to placing order

The Little White Book 40th Anniversary Edition: $20
The Creativity Alliance Members’ & Supporters’ Handbook: $15
Creator Flags 6x4 (feet): $35
Creativity Alliance Cloth Patches: $7
Church Logo Cloth Patches: $7
Custom Orders and Delivery by Arrangement
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